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“Ouest Var” is…
A holiday destination surrounded by sea,
villages and forest
# An archipelago
of idyllic islands
# 2500 hectares of protected forests
# Happy Provençal culture
# 40km of beaches, coves, harbours, islands...
# The sunniest region in France
# Rich and lively heritage

Les Deux Frères, Cap Sicié forest
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Our territory, “Ouest Var ”
One area, four distinct identities...
Located in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur
region, in the department of Var, between
Marseille and Toulon/ Hyères, “OUEST
VAR” is a sun-soaked destination, characterised by the diversity of its beaches, colours and wonderful smells...
What belongs to our territory? Four towns
with four distinct identities:

Six Fours les Plages
La Seyne sur Mer
Ollioules
Saint Mandrier sur Mer

Thanks to its central location, Ouest Var is
the ideal place to bask in the sunshine of
Provence: Les Calanques de Cassis,
Porquerolles,
Saint-Tropez,
Toulon,
Marseille, Aix en Provence, les Gorges du
Verdon.

Are you going to Corsica? Toulon is the
main harbour for the crossing to Corsica.
Looking for a change of scenery?
Choosing “Ouest Var” means choosing
a holiday fit just for you...

No matter the season, come and create
some unforgettable memories, discovering
over 40km of coastline with sandy beaches, secret coves, an archipelago of islands,
fishing and yacht harbours, over 2500ha of
protected forests, old stone buildings and
a wealth of heritage in a setting surrounded by sea and forests.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Six Fours les Plages
The tourist, sporting and holiday destination Six Fours les Plages welcomes you throughout the year to
Provence, on the shores of the Mediterranean. From the tip of Cape Nègre to the Gaou peninsula and
the exceptional preserved forest of Cape Sicié. Come and discover the 19 km coastline that alternates
between beaches and secret rocky coves, a delightful setting. To fully enjoy these splendid panoramas,
head out safely onto the water (paddleboarding, windsurfing, jet ski) or under water (scuba diving).
History lovers will be charmed by the Collégiale Saint Pierre church, the unique remains of the feudal
village of Six Fours, the Pépiole chapel nestled among olive trees and vines and the Notre Dame du Mai
chapel, overlooking and dominating the Cap Sicié hills. In Six Fours life has long been lived to the
rhythms of its 120 hamlets. Today a stroll through its Provençal markets is popular with visitors, along
with the many events – including the Fête de la bouillabaisse at the picturesque Port du Brusc with its
"pointu" fishing boats. From Le Brusc, you can set sail for an idyllic archipelago, the famous Paul Ricard
island: Les Embiez, known as the island of flowers, is famous for its action to protect the marine environment. Six Fours is also leisure destination between forest and sea with plenty of family activities available (treetop adventure park, cycling, horse riding and much more).

Les Embiez archipelago
Consists of Les Embiez Island (95 square metres), the islands of Petit and Grand Gaou island, the islands
of Petit and Grand Rouveau, and the Magnons islets.
By foot, by bike or on the touristic train, the spectacular island views and natural diversity create a unique
experience... L'Ile des Embiez lends itself to escapism and dreams... : Exertion, rejuvenation, relaxation,
it's your choice!
Internationally reputed site for sailors, divers and sea lovers, the island is also known for its Oceanographic Institute Paul Ricard which houses an aquarium.

Les Charmettes beach, Six Fours

Les Embiez island, view of the Rouveau
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La Seyne sur Mer
The tourist destination La Seyne sur Mer promises
fantastic holidays throughout the year in Provence,
opposite the bay of Toulon on the shores of the
Mediterranean. If you love the sea, discover the
famous "Deux Frères" rocks from the largest
beach of La Seyne, "Les Sablettes", or dive into its
crystalline waters for a perfectly safe introduction
to scuba diving! Hire a sailboat or motor boat and
explore our unchanging coastline, you'll be dazzled
by the colours and the light.
If it's forests you love, you'll be blown away by
our magnificent, well-preserved landscapes. The
Corniche Merveilleuse road takes you to the summit of the Cap Sicié hills, where you can admire an
exceptional panorama over the coast and
the islands. Sheltered under the dappled shade of
pine and oak trees in the Janas Forest, you can enjoy leisure activities with family and friends in total
peace of mind (hiking, cycling, treetop adventure
park, horse riding and more besides).

If you're a history lover, this delightful tourist
resort has a rich and diverse past waiting for you to
discover: from the Provençal village at its heart to
its 500-year tradition of naval construction.
Be astounded by Tamaris, a luxurious seasonal
resort created by Michel Pacha, and the legendary military fortifications such as Fort Balaguier and Fort Napoléon.
And if it's entertainment you're after, festivals such
as Bayamo (Cuban festival), or the International
Sand & Chopin Festival won’t fail to liven up your
stay!
Take a holiday at La Seyne sur Mer.

In La Seyne make the most of the funfair, the climbing walls, a water park/swimming pool and a Casino.

The Shipyard entrance

La Seyne harbour
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com

Balaguier fort
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Ollioules
Nestled at the entrance to a canyon carved and sculpted by the Reppe river, the olive tree town Ollioules
is the perfect place for a weary traveller to rest. The village has kept all its authenticity thank to its well
restored buildings, its portico streets and its flowered balconies.
Overlooking the village, the remains of the castle offer a marvellous view over the authentic medieval
quarter (11th century Romanesque church of Saint Laurent). You can also admire the famous Provençal
plasterwork decorating the windows of the Renaissance buildings. Throughout the riches of this ancient
centre, discover the expertise and creations of local artisans (potters, sculpters, iron workers, stainedglass craftsmens...) in their workshops.
Enjoy a leisurely original walk along the « Watering Canal » and you will learn of how the natural springs,
since the Middle Ages were captured into canals to enable irrigation of the numerous farms and supplied
water for the mills and wash-houses.
Sports fans of all levels (beginners or experienced) will enjoy hiking or running in the hills of Gros Cerveau and Chateauvallon on the GR 51 route, famous for its magnificent panoramas.
Other activities await you in Ollioules, such as paintball, horse-riding, tennis, fishing...
Events and festivals are held every year in this small Provençal town, including the famous Fête de l’Olivier (olive tree festival), the Foires aux Santons craft exhibition (at the Vieux Moulin) and the Corso fleuri flower parade.

Septem fountain

Ollioules
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Saint Mandrier sur Mer
In ancient times, the Saint-Mandrier-sur-Mer peninsula, which closes the famous bay like a latch,
consisted of three closely grouped islands, over the
centuries becoming known as “Isle de Sépet”. It
was visited by the Phoenicians, the Rhodians, the
Ligurians, the Celto-Ligurians, the Masadians and
the Romans. Thus, the Creux-Saint-Georges bay
offered shelter to many seafarers and several huts
began to appear along the coastline.
Saint-Mandrier-sur-Mer has successfully protected
its maritime heritage (many traditional boats/
“pointu” boats / float alongside the yachts) and has
retained its fishing village atmosphere.
The commune, which benefits from a microclimate,
harbours natural beaches and verdure, accessible
via the coastal footpath. Cultural activities, sports,
sea-related events and traditional Provençal activities are programmed all year round for entertainment.

Cavalas beach

Saint Asile beach
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Nat ural heritage
From October to June, ʺOuest Varˮ landscapes show a special light: the gradation of reds, oranges and yellow are mixed, it is a perfect time to enjoy our
area and take a breath of fresh air…

The islands:
Les Embiez
archipelago
Consists of Les Embiez Island (95 square metres),
the islands of Petit and Grand Rouveau, and the
Magnons islets.
Tour of the island 7 km - 1hr30mins to 2hrs by
foot - 40 mins by small train - 12 mins to cross.
Ile des Embiez, a treasure of the great
ocean...visited since the 6th century by monks who
used the salt marshes until the island was acquired
by Paul Ricard in 1958. Hosting 90% of native
Mediterranean species, Embiez has a rich and
abundant fauna and flora. Its wild coast is both the
most surprising and most appreciated of all: secret
coves, crystal-clear water, reefs, pine trees and
garrigue, flowers and grape vines. Discover this
wild nature on foot (2h), by bike (1h) or on a little
train (40 minutes)...the spectacular views and natural diversity will make it a unique experience...
The island is not only international recognised by
sailors, divers and sea-lovers, but it is also known
for its Institute of Oceanography, which aims to
raise public awareness of the wealth and fragility of
the Mediterranean sea, as well as serving as an observatory and institute for research on biology and
ecology. The institute has also opened an aquarium
with Mediterranean aquatic species (fish, shellfish,
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seaweed...).
*Open every day from 10.00 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and
from 1.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. Closed on Wednesdays
and Saturday mornings.
Boat service all year round.
Winter: departures every day, all day from Brusc
port.
During the high season, a frequent and late service
is available.

Coucoussa cove

The little and great
Gaou islands

Gaou little harbour

This small paradisiac sanctuary is located in the extension of the port of Brusc, facing the island of
Embiez.
On beautiful days, the lagoon becomes a lake...the
water is crystal-clear...it’s the perfect place to come
and relax at the end of the day and watch the almost
tropical sunset.
On windy days, with the Mistral blowing, when the
sea unleashes itself on the rocky coastline, the peninsula and surrounding islands look like a scene from
Brittany.
Discover the exceptional fauna and flora, including
the famous wind-morphing pine trees. These trees
with their unusual shapes are morphed by the northwestern “Mistral” wind.
Many coves and areas shaded by the pine trees. Picnic area. Dogs must be kept on a leash.
Bycicles and fire making are forbidden. Botanical
trail.
Open from 8 am to 8 pm (9 pm in summer).

Wind-morphing pine

Cove

Le Brusc lagoon, Les Embiez island
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Les Deux Frères
rocks
Les Deux Frères ʺtwo brothersʺ are twin rocks in
the shape of a "sugar loaf" located to the east of
Cap
Sicié.
A towering presence over the sea, they are behind
many tales that still haunt the waves...
According to local legends... One night, two brothers found an injured mermaid on the beach. They
took care of her and both fell passionately in love
with her – so much so that in their madness, they
fought and killed each other.
Before returning to the waves, the mermaid begged
Poseidon to leave a visible memory of their passion.
So the God of the Sea raised these two rocks from
the waves.
Other tales include giant octopuses and sunken
treasure...
But it's up to us to keep the secret!

Shoreline trail from
Six Fours to Saint
Mandrier
From La Seyne to Six Fours, discover one of the steepest and most impressive trails along the Var
coastline up on the cliffs. Viewpoint indicator at 360 m
with a panoramic view of all the islands off the
coast. The very diverse vegetation encompasses
everything from woodland (umbrella pines, Aleppo
pines, cork oaks) to a unique scrubland specific to
the Cap Sicié (strawberry trees, aromatic plants).
It is quite a difficult and steep trail.
As you go down towards La Seyne you will go by
pebble beaches, a grey sandy beach “Fabrégas”, arriving then at the vast white sandy beach
“Sablettes”.
The next part will lead you to Saint Mandrier to the
point of Marégau and then onto the beach of the
Coudoulière and the site of Cavalas. This trail boasts
some built and natural heritage features including
the Saint Asile pine forest, the Fort of Gros Bau, the
Coudoulière fort and the Ermitage Domaine.
12

Beaches for all to enjoy!
Around thirty beaches and coves all different and more beautiful than the last...
Fine sand, black sand, pebbles...perfect for families or more remote and secret ones for couples or even
naturists; the choices are endless!
Many of the beaches have been awarded the Pavillon Bleu label and guarantee exceptional water quality.
Some of the beaches provide disabled access, including one that has been awarded the Tourism & Handicap label.
Simply breathe in the sea air and let go...
Our favourites:

Criques des Embiez

Underwater
For more than a century, our Mediterranean coast has attracted an ever-growing number of visitors. But
few of them take time to discover and show respect for its countless riches.
The Mediterranean Sea accounts for less than 1 % of the world's total ocean surface area but, despite its
small size, it contains 6 % of all marine species. 60 % of its species come from the Atlantic Ocean and 5 %
from the red sea; the remaining species are native.
The transparency and quality of the water tempt you into taking the first step on a journey into a colourful, tranquil world.
Six Fours and La Seyne are committed to preserving ecosystems through Natura 2000 which covers Brusc
lagoon, Les Embiez archipelago, Le Cap Sicié and the Deux Frères rocks: home to protected marine
species.
The Paul Ricard Institute of Oceanography, on
Les Embiez island, has fought for over 40
years against marine pollution, as well as undertaking research and teaching the general
public about the ecology of the Mediterranean through the aquarium. A hundred
species of animals and vegetables give visitors
a detailed picture of the underwater life in the
Mediterranean.
An underwater diving paradise with countless
natural areas, Six Fours les Plages and La
Seyne sur Mer have plenty of surprises in
store: wreck diving, flipper tours, snorkelling,
and more.
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Forests and woods
Destel and Ollioules
canyon
The canyon of the Reppe and the Destel join up
north of Ollioules to form Ollioules canyon. A listed
site, the canyons have been shaped over time by the
water, hollowing giants' cauldrons, tubs and caves
out of beautiful white limestone from the Mesozoic
era. In the 18th century, the famous bandit
"Gaspard de Besse" sought refuge in these canyons.

Gros Cerveau
mountain
The Gros Cerveau mountain (443 metres) in
Ollioules offers countless walks and impressive
viewpoints from the Hyères islands to the cliffs of
Cassis-Marseille and along the Sainte-Baume mountain ridge.
Gros Cerveau trail: exceptional view over the coast,
Sainte-Baume ridge and gorges of Ollioules. Visit of
Garou cave. Marking: GR 51 red, white, blue and
green.

Cap Sicié forest
1600 hectares of Mediterranean forest on shale soil
managed by the French National Forest Office, ranging between Brusc (Six Fours) and Fabrégas (La
Seyne), with its highest point at 400 m altitude. At
its best in spring and autumn. A variety of plant
species, including some protected species: Cistus,
cork oaks, brooms, Aleppo pines, junipers, and many
more.

St Asile pinewood
Pinewood of centenary trees that stretches over
3000 m. in the district of Pin-Rolland, Saint Mandrier. At the edge of Sainte-Asile beach, holidaymakers can relax, picnic and admire the new plantations of Mediterranean vegetation: kernel pine
trees, alep pines, thyme, rosemary and other plants
resistant to the marins embruns.
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Parks and gardens
Parc de la
Méditerranée
Six Fours les Plages

A 7-hectare public park at the tip of Cap Negre,
overlooking the port of La Coudoulière. 3 gardens:
pine grove, palm grove and rockery.
Rest area, boules games, restaurant, games for children (trampolines, mini karts and bungee trampoline).
Fortified military battery reformed under King Louis
Philippe at the cliff edge.
Open from the 1st fo November to 1th of March
from 8am to 6pm. From the 1st of June to the 31th
of August from 8am to 10pm. Others periods from
8am to 8pm.

Parc public de la
Castellane and its
green way
Ollioules

All ages are welcome to use the picnic benches and
tables, not to mention the excellent paths for small
bicycles, scooters and roller skates. There is also
plenty for children to do (huts, roundabouts, climbing walls) and a multi-game space for basketball,
handball and indoor football.
And the green way is perfect for walks; a 5-hectare
wood area open to everyone.
A 100-space car park located on the Chemin de la
Castellane opposite the park entrance is available
for visitors to use.
Opening hours in summer, Monday, Wednesday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 10 am - 8 pm and
Thursday 2 pm - 8 pm. In winter, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 10 am-6pm and
Thursday 2 pm-6pm.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Parc paysager
Fernand Braudel
La Seyne sur Mer

Situated on the waterfront, the garden is named
after the French historian and Mediterranean
specialist Fernand Braudel (1902-1985). A 7.5 ha
public landscape garden along the waterfront on
the Sablettes isthmus. Botanical collection of over
300 varieties of Mediterranean plant species. A lush
green setting surrounding the large body of water,
speckled with garden furniture and sculptures,
made from wood and metal; the park is an invitation to relaxation.
Youth club - Playgrounds and funfair for children Parking.

Parc de la Navale
La Seyne sur Mer

This 5-hectare public park in the centre of La Seyne,
overlooking the sea, was built on the site of the
former shipyards. For over two centuries (the first
recorded shipyard activities in La Seyne date back to
1711), thousands of labourers worked on these sites
and made La Seyne one of the world’s main shipbuilding sites.
Its wide avenues lined with palm trees, its themed
gardens and its pine groves make it an ideal place
for a family walk. Play area for children, food and
drink stand.

Domaine de
l’Ermitage

Saint Mandrier sur Mer
The Domaine de l’Ermitage is an old farmhouse
dating from the end of the 19th century. This agricultural past made it possible to preserve the 9 hectares of the estates land from urbanization, despite
many attempts due to its exceptional location a few
kilometers from the agglomeration of Toulon.
When it was acquired by the Conservatoire du Littoral in 2008, a site management plan was designed in
collaboration with Saint Mandrier town to ensure
the protection of the coastal landscapes and promote the project to bring the site and its agricultural history back to life.
16

Cult ural heritage
History
Six Fours les Plages
Evidence of settlements in the area can be traced back to the Neolithic period, however the first written
record dates back to Antiquity, when a Greek trading post, Tauroeis, was established at the Mouret
bridge in the 5th century BC. This was followed by a larger settlement at Brusc at the end of the 3rd century BC. In the Roman period, Tauroeis was destroyed by Julius Caesar in 49 BC, only to be rebuilt under
the name Tauroentum.
During the Middle Ages, Six Fours was ruled by the Abbots of St Victor of Marseille, the Viscounts of Marseille and the Counts of Provence; a castle and a village were built on what is now known as St Pierre hill.
In 1650, the St Pierre chapel was elevated to a collegiate church. A feudal castle, a hospital, the collegiate church which accommodated up to 11 canons and several chapels also date from this period. A perimeter wall protected the village, which could be entered through 4 doors.
Families began to move down towards the plains and the coast and communities began to form. King
Louis XIV (1 February 1658) ordered Six Fours to separate from La Seyne and St Mandrier, which still left
an area of 2,700 hectares (one of the largest towns in France).
In the 18th century, the old Six Fours was abandoned for the plains. Possible explanations for this phenomenon include a growth in population, lack of water and the cultural facilities in the Reynier area. The population settled in hamlets which bore the name of their families: Catalan, Monet, Julien, Guigou and so
on.
The old village of Six Fours was destroyed in around 1870 to build the fort of Six Fours, which explains the
absence of an old town in Six Fours nowadays.
Today Six Fours has a population of around 35,000 inhabitants and its main industries are tourism and
other service sector activities.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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La Seyne sur Mer
Born from the separation with Six Fours (1658), the small port of La Seyne was originally a district
attached to Six Fours, which allowed fishermen to benefit from the exceptional conditions of the location:
shelter from wind, rich fishing grounds, fertile land, etc. But as the population and the village grew, La
Seyne was granted independence by Cardinal Mazarin. The maritime industry was always going to stay in
La Seyne, after a port was created for boats in 1530.
In 1711 the first wooden ship building site opened, using the Cap Sicié forest as its source of wood. In
1835, a shipbuilding company, Société des Forges et Chantiers de la Méditerranée (metal construction),
was set up. In 1859, the railway arrived (Paris – Lyon – Marseille), accelerating the pace of construction
and resulting in the Pont Levant (1917) being built to relieve the traffic congestion of La Seyne
port. The shipbuilding company was liquidated in 1966 but after huge storms of social protests, a new
buyer created the company Construction Navale et Industriel de Méditerranée (C.N.I.M) which closed on
28 February 1989. This past has had a real impact on the identity of La Seyne as generations of the town's
residents took their places in the shipbuilding yards: more than 1400 units (liners, warships, submarines,
oil platforms, etc.) have been produced here.
The coastline outside of the town centre has been shaped by the military port of Toulon and the surrounding structures for its defence, Fort Balaguier (1634), Fort de L'Eguillette (1680), Fort Napoléon (1812)
and Peyras Battery (1879, battery equipped with rare German canons).
Tamaris has also influenced the history of La Seyne, as Marius Michel Pacha created this luxury seaside
resort from scratch (from 1880 until his death in 1907): hotels, casinos, villas and anything else visitors
could want. Everything had to meet the requirements of a luxury winter holiday resort. When the Tamaris
holiday resort became less popular, Les Sablettes holiday resort took its place. Its proximity to the beach
suited the new fashion for sea-bathing. Razed to the ground during the Second World War, it was completely rebuilt by the architect Fernand Pouillon and listed as a 20th century heritage site.
The second largest city in the Var, today La Seyne has more than 63,000 inhabitants.

Fort Balaguier
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Ollioules
Its canyons were inhabited during the Neolithic age, but the town of Ollioules was first born in
the Oppidum de la Courtine settlement (from the 6th century BC until the year 0). A fortress inhabited by
Celtic-Ligurian tribes, it began with Taureis (Le Brusc) and Hyères. During the Pax Romana, (from 1st Century AD), the residents began to cultivate land on the plain.
The second period of occupation of Ollioules began in the 9th Century, during the Middle Ages. The land
around Ollioules was given to the Viscounts of Marseille and the medieval city was born: a castle, the
Saint Laurent church, battlements, and so on. It continued to expand until the Renaissance period,
when it underwent remarkable growth, due to the supplies of underground springs that were used to irrigate gardens and feed windmills. Ollioules saw its population grow from 240 to 500 houses between the
15th and 17th centuries.
The town's horticulture industry intensified in the 19th
and 20th centuries with the famous floral parade (the
first town in the Var to organise one). This activity
gradually died out following inflation of land prices,
caused by the property market, international competition and hailstorms at the beginning of the 1990s.
Today Ollioules has approximately 15,000 inhabitants.

Couvent des Observantins
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Saint Mandrier sur Mer
In ancient times, the Saint-Mandrier-sur-Mer peninsula, which closes the famous bay like a latch, consisted of three closely grouped islands, over the centuries becoming known as “Isle de Sépet”. It was visited
by the Phoenicians, the Rhodians, the Ligurians, the Celto-Ligurians, the Masadians and the Romans.
Its name originates from the 6th century, when Mandrianus and Flavianus, two famous Saxon soldiers
from the Ostrogothic army, baptised by the Saint-Cyprien Toulon priest, sought shelter on the “Isle de
Sépet”, where they would live out their days. At the time, Six-Fours, La Seyne and the Ile de Cépet formed
a single area. The new name was inspired by the presence of a Phocaean tower that had been transformed into a chapel in 566 and the Saint-Honorat chapel with its priory, dating back to 1020.
In 1657, La Seyne became independent from Six Fours with area borders running up to the Sépet peninsula, as the island became a peninsula between 1630 and 1657 with the forming of Sablettes isthmus. In the
same year (1657), to protect countries against the spreading of contagious illnesses, an asylum was built,
in which seafarers having travelled from places suspected of being infected were kept in quarantine.
In 1670, the “Royal Saint-Louis Infirmary” was built, replaced by the Saint-Mandrier Maritime Hospital in
1818. Throughout the 18th century, life in Saint-Mandrier was closely linked to the events occurring in the
bay.
The 19th century was a time of great construction: forts and batteries, the Amiral Latouche-Tréville mausoleum, the maritime hospital with the “convicts” chapel, later known as the Chapelle des Mécaniciens,
the semaphore and tile and brick factories.
Wars and maritime disasters put the hospital at the forefront of public attention. It was closed in 1936
and later replaced by the Fleet Mechanics and Navigators School (GEM).
In the early 20th century, residents enjoyed a peaceful life. The Le Creusot establishment was set up in the
village for local aviation and oil tanks were constructed
in the asylum, which had been closed since 1909.
Efforts were made to found various schools and marine
establishments: the diving school, the Commando
Hubert School, semaphore operator school, naval gunner school.
In 1950, the
commune
became independent.
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Overview of our monuments
Six Fours les Plages

La collégiale St Pierre
Montée du Fort
Open every day except Tuesdays:
10 am-12 pm / 2 pm-6pm (3 pm-7pm Junelate September).
Annual closing: information at the Tourist
Office.
Listed historic monument, part Romanesque
from the XIth century and enlarged in 1608.
Unique vestige of the old village of Six Fours.

Pépiole chapel
Ch. de Pépiole
Open every day from 3 pm to 6 pm.
Pre-Romanesque chapel from VI century with
3 naves and apsidioles, restored in 1956 by
Father Charlier.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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La Seyne sur Mer

Fort Balaguier: its museum and
botanical garden
924, corniche Bonaparte
September > June, 10 am - 12 / 2 pm- 6 pm.
July and August 10 am - 12h / 3 pm - 7 pm.
Closed on Monday and public holidays.
€ 3: ad. / € 2: 5 to 18 years old.
A canon tower built in 1636 to protect the
Toulon bay from enemy invasions and prohibit access, the fort was later used by the
national navy. It is now a museum run by
the town of La Seyne sur Mer, with exhibitions on the Mediterranean navy and local
history.
Feel free to walk around the site to
discover the magnificent Mediterraneanstyle botanic garden.
Exceptional view of Toulon bay.

The Bascule bridge / The Shipyard bridge
Parc de la Navale
The bascule bridge was constructed in 1917 by the company Daydé,
to allow the railway access to the old naval shipyard site located at
the other end of the port.
Registered with the supplemental inventory of Historical Monuments
(industrial heritage) since 1987, the bascule bridge soon became a
panoramic view-point from which one may admire one of the most
beautiful harbours of Europe (40 meters).
22

Ollioules

St Laurent church

Ruins of the Feudal castle

Place Victor Clément
Open all day from Monday to Sunday.
Church with three naves, Provencal Romanesque
style; inside baroque Virgin in white marble,
white marble angel credited to Pierre PUGET,
baptismal donations from the old Franciscan convent, pulpit fragment with bas-relief representing
the martyr of Saint Laurent (XIX century).

Open daily 9 am - 7 pm in summer, in winter
6 pm. Located on the hill of Ste Barbe, this
castle was occupied from the 11th century up
to 1520 and marks the start of the medieval
period following the first occupation of Ollioules at the site of Courtine (-6th –Ist century). Property of the Viscounts of Marseilles,
these ruins bear witness to a long-gone feudal period.
Warning: the site cannot be reached by car!

Saint Mandrier sur Mer
Franco Italian cemetery
Route du sémaphore
Between the hospital and maritime Cross
Signals, the national cemetery are buried
or the first world war of the dead.
At the center of the cemetery which is
considered one of the finest in France, is a
8 meter high mausoleum pyramid, surrounded by two sphinxes. This is the tomb
of Admiral La Touche Tréville, commander
of the Mediterranean fleet.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Our heritage highlights
Ollioules,
Ville et Métiers d’Art
Ollioules, the city of flowers and olive trees, has always loved
blending tradition and modern life, making the most of its
wealth of heritage and the expertise of its artists and craftspeople. For over 20 years, the town has been running a
welcome programme for craftspeople in the centre of the old
town.
Today, more than 30 crafts are in practice in the facilities renovated by the city; ceramists, painters, sculptors, glass artists,
instrument makers, stained glass artists...All with this love for
art in common, which lead to Ollioules obtaining the “Ville et
Métiers d’art” prize in 1999.
The workshops are open all year round and welcome visitors
in the heart of a city built for gallivanting.
The artists and craftspeople of Ollioules are all part of the
Echos d’Art association.
A heritage trail was designed for visitors to be able to stroll
along the little side streets and porticos, fountains and arches,
while admiring the wealth of local heritage.
An art gallery, Galerie de l’Olivier, situated at No.12 Rue Gambetta, was also opened for the “Echos d’Art” association.
It allows local and regional artists to gather and exhibit art
together.

Michel Pacha,
an entrepreneurial visionary
Working successfully as a merchant navy officer from 1844,
Blaise-Jean-Marius Michel (1819-1907) was promoted to Director General of Ottoman Lighthouses just ten years later. He
obtained the honorary title of “Pacha” from the sultan for this
work. Returning to his homeland with considerable wealth,
Michel Pacha bought 60 hectares of land in the Tamaris area
in 1880. He had around 80 villas built in elegant, diverse architectural styles and a seaside resort for high-class tourists.
With casinos, hotels and luxury villas, the resort was visited by
illustrious names such as the Lumière brothers, Gustave Eiffel,
Jean Cocteau and Victor Hugo.
The seaside resort saw its final days in the 1920s, and with its
decline came the success of a new seaside resort in La Seyne:
Les Sablettes.
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Get your fill of activities
Watersports
Stretching from the bay of Six Fours to the bay of Saint Mandrier, via
Les Embiez archipelago and Cap Sicié, our seascapes are both varied
and beautiful. You will discover unspoiled treasures, including magical
islands and coves, and fabulous swimming, stand up paddle, diving,
rowing, kayaking and canoeing sites. And when the easterly or westerly Mistral winds blow, every bay and cape offers a magnificent show of
colourful sails, funboards, surfers, sailing dinghies, catamarans and
motorboats. All the pleasures of the sea for you to enjoy...

Diving
With one of the most pleasant European climates, guaranteeing year
-round diving opportunities, the Provençal coast is one of the most
popular diving destinations.
Seven clubs offer you opportunities to go scuba diving around the
Embiez archipelago, the Deux Frères offshore from the Cap Sicié
and to some of the most beautiful shipwrecks of the Mediterranean.
From diving for beginners to level 4, professionals will be on hand to
guide you to exceptional locations.

Outdoor activities
In addition to the nautical activities, Ouest Var is an open sky play
park for nature lovers. 2500 ha of mountains and forests offer excellent opportunities for hiking, climbing, running, mountain biking, biking, horse riding...

Something for everyone
For families, groups of friends, couples...you will find activities perfectly suited to your desires.
Ouest Var has no less than 20 kinds of activities: a tree top adventure
course (from 2 years old onwards), a lama centre, go-karting, paintballing, fishing, tennis, segway riding, bowling, laser games, guided
tours...as well as amusement parks, cinemas and bus tours.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Guided tours
To learn more of the wealth of our heritage, you can discover our area through individual or group guided
tours. Listen to the fabulous history of the area as told by our two guides, Martin and Fanny.
We don't forget about the little ones either, with a different and fun tours created especially for children!

Ask for a tour programme now!

Shoreline trail
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Way of life
Our inimitable Provencal quality of life is strongly tied to the simple pleasures
of life: a stroll around the colourful market stalls, savouring a traditional anchovy “anchoïade” or olive “tapenade” with friends, or a relaxed game of
boules... Let yourself be tempted!

Provence
Markets
What could be better than trying local delicacies at
the markets in Provence?
Wander around the market stalls in our towns, take
in the fragrances of Provence, snack on olives, try a
crouton topped with tapenade, nibble on a bit of
cade! A stroll through the market stalls will immerse
you in the colours and atmosphere of Provence.

Local delicacies
Provence is the source of many and, most importantly, delicious delicacies!
Cade: this thin chickpea and olive oil pancake is
cooked over a wood fire. The connoisseurs will offer
you the choice of trying a sweet or savoury sample,
straight from the oven. “I eat it straight away, it’s
hot to touch, but that’s when it tastes the best...”

Ollioules market

Nougat: In the artisanal factory in Ollioules, you
will be able to buy Jonquier nougat. 100 years of history, top-quality produce and a healthy dose of love
and secrets are the key to this recipe. The smell of
honey and roasted almonds will draw you into the
factory, where the Adet family will share their ancestral expertise with you.
Wine: 2 domains, 2 specialities:
- Domaine de Terrebrune AOC Bandol organic, aged
red and gastronomic rosé from this domain high in
the hills of Ollioules
- and the Domaine de l’île des Embiez with its three
colours: rosé, white and red. All produced on the
island itself: planted, picked by hand and stored in
the island cellar.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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Provençal biscuits: navettes, almond croquants,
macarons etc. Three artisanal biscuit producers will
let you discover these little delicacies.
Fish farming: sea bass and bream farming has been
run in the Lazaret bay for around twenty years by a
few sea lovers.
Shellfish and mussel farming: Tamaris mussels have
been grown traditionally for over a century in the
Lazaret bay, on little cabins set on wooden stilts.
Tamaris primarily grows mussels, but also some oysters.

The red Tamaris mussel is a native species
of the Tamaris bay in La Seyne. It is an exceptionally rare product of great finesse
and is delicately showcased by star chefs
such as Lionel Lévy.
Sit down around a table with a view of the sea and
enjoy a pastis accompanied with some tapenade on
toasts.
Dinner is served! There are at least 200 restaurants
available for you to discover the local specialities
that give Provençal cuisine its reputation: bouillabaisse, aioli, octopus stew, fish soup, shellfish...
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Events
Every season has its joys, every town has its personality. Festivals, concerts, exhibitions and sport competitions: continuous events for a rich and diverse programme.
La Seyne sur Mer

Ollioules

Saint Mandrier sur Mer

Six Fours les Plages

May

January

May

May

 Polynesian festival

 Six Fours Challenge SemiMarathon

 Wine Spirit Fair
 Soup festival
 JX Jet Cross, Jet Ski ChampiApril
onship
 European Art Crafts Days

June
 Urban music Festival:
Couleurs Urbaines
 Comics Festival
 St Peters fishermans
Festival
 Un Chapiteau de Rencontres, Le rendez-vous Cirque

July
 Cubain Bayamo
Festival

June
 Tell me more about the
stars
 Run: La Ronde
Ollioulaise

July
 Grilled sardines, pistou
soup and traditional meals
 Jazz Festival at the Château
 "Les tréteaux du Couvent”
Theatre Festival
 Flamenca Evenings

June
 Saint Pierre Festival
 Mussel party

July
 Provençal boat joust
 "Les Nuits Mandréennes”
Festival
 Sea festival
 « Tack-tack » - Lateen sail
festival

August

 4th Sand and Chopin International Festival
 Heritage Days

August
 Saint Eloi Festival

 Provençal boat joust
 "Les Nuits Mandréennes”
Festival
 Sea festival
 Bouillabaisse
 Polynesian festival

November

September

November

August

 Alsace-sur-Mer

December
 Calendales Festivals
 Wine Spirit Fair
 Christmas swim

 Heritage Days
 Vintage Day

October
 Olive Festival

 Nature Race

December
 Calendales Festivals

December
 Santon Fair
 Christmas trail

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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June
 Embiez Feria
 Bouillabaisse Festival
 Isla Festival

July
 Les Voix de la Collegiale
Festival
 Barock’n Roll Festival
 Pointu Festival

August
 Saint Pierre Festival
 Outdoor Cinema
 Concerts, Parc de la Méditerranée

September
 Heritage Days

November
 Santon Fair

Facilities
Accommodation in ʺOuest Varʺ
23 hotels
12 campsites
8 apartment hotels
39 Guest houses (B&B’s)

29 Gîtes de France
3 holiday villages
582 seasonal rentals

Ports

La Seyne, Six Fours et Saint Mandrier
For long or short stays, our ports are at your service
all year round!
3 cities, 10 ports/marinas.

Cruises

La Seyne sur Mer
Cruises leaving from La Seyne and also a port of call
for several companies.

Casino Joa
La Seyne sur Mer

1000m2, 150 slot machines, 2 restaurants with panoramic views, an exhibition hall and an entertainment
room.

Malraux and
Daudet Halls
Six Fours les Plages

Concerts all year round with an exciting programme .
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Practical
How to come to ʺOuest Varʺ
By car: A50, exit n°13 La Seyne Ouest / Six Fours / Stations:
Ollioules - n°14 Châteauvallon - n°15b La Seyne
centre / Brégaillon.

Airports:
Toulon-Hyères 35 km - Tel. +33 (0)825 01 83 87
www.toulon-hyeres.aeroport.fr
Bus > Toulon: line 102, Ph. +33 (0)4 94 03 87 03
www.reseaumistral.com
and correspondence by bus fot Six Fours /
La Seyne / Ollioules / Saint Mandrier.


Marseille Pce 90 km - Tel. +33 (0)820 81 14 14
www.marseille.aeroport.fr
Daily shuttle to Marseille Saint Charles railway
station every 20 minutes.


Nice Côte d’Azur 154 km Tel. +33 (0)820 423 333
www.nice.aeroport.fr
Shuttle > Nice station: line 99 ou 98 (until 9 pm).


Tel. 3635 - www.voyages-sncf.com
 TGV Toulon
Paris -Toulon : 3h50 (840 km)
Lyon - Toulon : 2h39 (379 km)
Lille - Toulon : 5h42 (1067 km)
Bruxelles - Toulon : 5h55 (1109 km)
 SNCF-TER
www.ter-sncf.com/paca
Toulon or La Seyne/Six Fours or
Ollioules/Sanary

Links bus from the following stations:
Toulon
Six Fours: lines: 70, 71, 72, 8805.
La Seyne: bus line 8 or 18 or bus line 15 or 23 then
boat 18M ou 8M.
Ollioules: line : 11b
Saint Mandrier: bus line 18 then bus line 28 or bus
line 15 ou 23 then boat 28M.


Six-Fours / La Seyne
La Seyne: lines: 8, 82
Six Fours: lines: 70, 72.


Ollioules / Sanary
Ollioules: line: 120


Getting around in ʺOuest Varʺ
By bus: The Mistral public transport network covers 12 cities: (Carqueiranne - Hyères Les Palmiers - La
Crau - La Garde - La Seyne sur Mer - La Valette du var - Le Pradet - Le Revest les Eaux - Ollioules - Six Fours
les Plages - Saint Mandrier sur Mer - Toulon).
Enjoy a change of scenery on board the ferry connections: leaving from Les Sablettes - Tamaris La Seyne - St Mandrier and going to Toulon.

By taxi: 33 taxis operate in the area to accommodate all your
transportation needs.

Rent transport: cars, bikes, scooters, motorbikes, luxury cars,
vans...you won’t be stuck for choice.

www.tourisme-ouestvar.com
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PRE SS CONTACT
Florence MARTINI
Ph. +33 (0)4 94 07 80 67
Mail : promotion@tourisme-ouestvar.com

OUEST VAR TOURISME
Six Fours les Plages
Promenade Général de Gaulle
Plage de Bonnegrâce - BP 308
83140 SIX FOURS LES PLAGES
GPS : 43.112672, 5.811552
Tel. +33 (0)4 94 07 02 21
Fax +33 (0)4 94 25 13 36
tourisme@six-fours-les-plages.com

Ollioules
116 av. Philippe de Hautecloque
83190 OLLIOULES
GPS : 43.138053, 5.848858
Tel. +33 (0)4 94 63 11 74
Fax. +33 (0)4 94 63 33 72
info@tourisme-ollioules.com

La Seyne sur Mer
2334 corniche Georges Pompidou
Les Sablettes
83500 LA SEYNE SUR MER
GPS : 43.080182, 5.894082
Tel. +33 (0)4 98 00 25 70
Fax +33 (0)4 98 00 25 71
info@ot-la-seyne-sur-mer.fr

Saint Mandrier sur Mer
Place des Résistants
83430 SAINT MANDRIER SUR MER
GPS : 43.07776, 5.92869
Tel. +33 (0)4 94 63 61 69
stmandrier@tourisme-ouestvar.com

PHOTOGRAPH CREDITS
The photographs featured in this press release are credited
to: Robert Palomba, Pascale Beroujon and John Walzl.
Certain photographs may be used to promote our region,
with our permission. Please send any requests via email to
communication@tourisme-ouestvar.com, stipulating the way
in which you wish to use them.
Digital version of the press release:
www.tourisme-ouestvar.com > press (foot of the website
page).

Share your great experiences with us
#SmileInOuestVar

